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0. Introduction 
Given a functor F : C-, C, we shall 
called F-algebras, are C-maps FX + X; 
such f:X-, Y that 
FX-+X 
Ff 
1 1 
f commutes. 
FY-Y 
consider the caiegory d(F); its objects, 
d(F)-maps from FX-, X to FY --) Y are , 
If the natural forgetful functor d(F)+ C assigning X to FX --, X has a left adjoint 
then F is said to be algebraic. 
Algebraic functors are related to free triples (see Barr [4] who also refers to an 
unpublished work of Beck): a triple T = (T, p, E) together with a transformation 
v : F + T is called a free triple over F if for each triple T’ = (T’, p I, s’) and each 
transformation v’ : F -+ T’ there is a unique transformation r : T-, T’ of triples 
with TV = v’. It is proved in Barr [4] that a free triple over F exists if F is algebraic, 
the converse also being true if C is complete.. Jhen F is algebraic, d(F) is 
isomorphic to the category of T-algebras. 
The categories d(F) have been introduced under the notation Dyn F by Arbib 
and Manes [2,3] to form a categorial model for automata and control theory. The 
assumption that F is algebraic (i.e. that it is an input process in their terminoIogy) is 
crucial for the theory. 
The present paper has the following sections: 
1. Left adjoint construction. For each transformation 8 : G + F there is a natural 
functor 5!?* : d(F)-, d(G). A n “aIgorithm” is presented which, if it converges, 
yields a left adjoint to 8 *. 
ra construction. The free algebra construction developed in 
K&kovi-Pohlovb, Koubek [9] and AdAmek [1] is derived here as a special case of 
s7 
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the left adjoint construction, If it converges, it yields a left adjoint to the forgetful 
functor ,s$(F)+ C. In that case we say that F is construc*~&ly algebraic, Two 
conditions on F to be canstructively algebraic are introduced. The former follows 
almost immediately from the free algebra construction and is closely related to a 
condition of I3arr [4], the latter is from [12], 
3. Epis preserving functors on co-well-powered categoriek The left adjoint 
construction isexploited to‘obtain theorems such as: a quotient of a (constructively) 
algebraic functor is (constructiveIy) algebraic; if E : G + F is a transformation a d 
F is ccrnstructively aIgebraic then 8* has a left adjoint which can be obtained by the 
left adjoint construction; if E : G --) F is an epitransformation then %* is an 
embedding of d(F) aato an epireffectivc subcategory ofd(G) and the reflector is 
obtained by the left a djoint construction. 
4. Algebraic functws on concrete categories. The results of 3. are applied to 
obtain a simple car&al condition which is sufficient for an endofunctor of a 
concrete category to be algebraic. 
5. The category 08 sets. The conditions of 2., 3., 4. are compared for C = Set. 
Note that for C general this is done in Koubek, Reiterman [8] where a more 
complete list of congitions is given. . I 
I wish to express my gratitude to V. Trnkovb, I. AdQmek and V.-Koubek for 
valuable discussion and advice. 
1, Left adjsint construction 
Let F, G be endofunctors of a cocomplete category C. Let E : G -+ F be a 
transformation. Then there is a natural functor %* : d(F)-, sP(G) defined by 
P(FX-+X)=GX-I;FX-+X. 
Fix a G-algebra GX +X. Define a chain XO~XI+----*X,+-~ (a runs 
over a11 ordinals) by the transfinite induction in such a way that X0 = X, each X, for 
a > 0 is a colimit of the diagram 
(where FKp + FX, = F(X,+X,) for all p <y<a) and each map Xe-,Xr is 
induced by the fact that for 0 < /3 c y. It follows immediately that 
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for all p < y c ~1. Observe also that X, = colimSCaXB for every limit ordinal a! 
while each X ar+l is, in fact, defined by a pushout 
ThechainXo-,XtjX**=‘-)Xa~*o* will be called the left adjoin? chain over 
GX-, X with respect to %‘*. 
Now let us suppose that some Xm + X u+l is an isomorphism. Then clearly Xa 3 Xa 
is an isomorphism for all (r s Q[ < p. In that case we shall say that the chain is 
stationary and that the left adjoint construction stops after o steps or, briefly, that 
the left adjoint construction converges. 
Put X@!’ X, X=+X’@=X&Xo, FXy+X’@= FXW+X,+l+X, where: 
X-, Cr+i xm = (XV -+ X,+,)-T 
Lemma. X”- X” is an d(G)+nap from GX-, X to %*(FX#+ X*). 
Proof. From (2) we get GXO--, X0+ XWtE = GXOa FXO-+ FX, + &+! = 
GXo-,GX,LFXm+Xm+,. Thus GXo+ X,,-, Xo+l+ Xm = GXo-+ FXt,+ 
FXi, + Xw+1+ X-. As X0--, XW+l”-) XW = X,+ X, using the definition of 
FX”+X” we have GX-+X*X”= GX s GX” ‘.*, FX”- X* which com- 
pletes the proof. 
Theorem. FX --, X together with a : (GX -3 X) + i% *(FX* + X*) is a free object 
over GX --) X with respect to 8 *. 
Proof. Given X-4 Y which is an d(G)-map from GX -+ X to SP(FY + Y), we 
have to prove that there is a unique 7: (FX”‘+ X”)+ (FY-* Y) such that fu = fi 
Using the transfinite induction, we shall ihow that there is a unique family 
(Xa k Y} ae;a+1 of maps such that fO = f and the diagrams 
(3) 
FX, + Xp 
Ff.l j#h 
FY+ Y 
(b) 
commute for all ay < /3 s u + 1. The existence an the unbcity of f is equivalent to 
the existence and the unicity of the far-lily {fo}. Indeed, given f we define 
fol z X, + X- -& Y, given {&} we put f = fo. 
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Let fO = fi Suppose that fo are defined for ay < S such that (3a) and (3b) commute 
for ail CT d /3 < ii. Then we have a commkative diagram 
((a) commutes because f : (GX ---, X)-* (GX 4 FX --9 X) in d(G), (b) is clear 
and the rest follows by (3a).) 
In other words, the versctical arrows of the latter diagram form a compatible family 
over Ds so that thieve is+ a unique X8 -% Y such that (3a) and (3b) commute for 
0 = ar, /3 = S and all Q! 4 $ = S respectively. It remains to prove that (3a) commutes 
for 0 < u < /3 = 8, too. 
Using the fact that & is a colimit of D,, it is enough to’verify that 
(4) 
0 a .+ x,--+x,---+x~~Y=x~--+x,~Y 
t 
\ 
0-V FX,-+X,-+X’~ Y = FXy--+XaA Y. 
Because X0+ Xp. + X6 = X0+X& both sides of (4a) are equal to J Let us prove 
(4b). Using (3b) we get FX~-*X,~Y=FX~~FY--+Y=FX,- 
X&Y=FX y - X” + X6 --% Y. The proof is finished. 
Corollary, If the left adjoint construction converges for every G-algebra GX --) X 
then SP has a left adjoint g where g(GX --) X) = FX#+ X”. 
Note that the convergence of the left adjoin! construction is not necessary for the 
existence of a left adjoint in general, see the next section. 
Let us apply the left adjoint construction to the special case that & = 03 F 
where 69 denotes the constant functor to the initial object sb of C; then %* is just the 
forgetful functor d(F)+ d(0) = C. We get the free aZgebra construction [I]. The 
~orres~nding left adjoint c ain over a C-object i.e. over the algebra in 
Here FXB + FX, = F(& --+ XT) where Xs + X, are defined canonically. We have 
X 9+1 = X0 v FX, while X= = colimg,,Xg for ar lirxit. 
The free algebra chain X0-, X1+ l . l + X, + l l l over an object X will be 
denoted by (X, F), we put (X, Fj, = X*. (X, F) can be regarded as a functor from 
the category Ord of ordinals into C. Observe that each couple f, E where E : F + G 
transformation and f : X + Y a C-map induces a transfo;mation 
(X, F)-, (Y, G) defined as follows: denote (K, F)P = Xa, (Y, G)P = Yo. Put 
= fm where the maps fa : X= --+ Y, are defined by the transfinite induction: 
if fa : Xs --, Ya have been defined for p c ~1! such that 
(6) 
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AZ(@) = C, will be called the free algebra chain. If it is stationary, it yields a free 
algebra over X, i.e. an algebra FX*+ Xr together with a map a : X-, X’@’ such 
that for each F-algebra FY -+ Y and each map f : X+ Y there is a unique 
~:(Fx*-*x*)-+(FY+ y) with j!a =fi 
The free algebra obtained by the free algebra construction will be called 
constructive. 
The free algebra chain over X looks like this: 
X,=X,X,=X,vFX+. 
J 
(5) 
commutes for 
X0 
(7) 
( , ) is a functor, 
( : ) : C x C’= -+ cflrd. 
The convergence of the free algebra construction is not necessary for the 
existence of a free algebra: 
e category of ordinals with a terminal o 
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added. Let F: C+ C be defined by Fa = 00, FX = X + 1 for X# 00. Then d(F) 
consists of a unique algebra which is free over any C-object. On the other hand, the 
free algebra construction does not converge for any Xf 00. 
If all free algebras exisi: and are constructive then F is said to be constnrctively 
algebraic. 
Thus, F in the above example is algebraic but not constructively algebraic. On 
the other hand, no example of nature is known. 
We shall present some sufficient conditions on F to be coni$ructively algebraic. 
The first one follows almost immediately from the free algebra construction. 
Theorerm. Let an endofrnctor F : C + C of a cocompl’ete category Cpreserve colimits 
of chains of length Ip, i,. e. colimits of diagrams X0-, X1 --) 9 l 9 + X, + l l p where cy 
runs over ordinals less t, ran a limit ordinal p. 77aen F is constructively algebraic. 
Proof. Let {Xp} be The free algebra chain over a C-object X. Then FX, = 
colim ,ca(FXo+ FXS-+. l l --, FX, --)e l . ). NOW it is seen that Xa + XB+, is an 
ivomorphism (if we aod to a diagram the colimit of its part then the natural map 
from the colimit of the diagram to the colimit of the extended iagram is always an 
isomorphism). 
This result is closely rtilated to the following theorem of Barr: Assume that a 
class 4 of monies and a class 8 of arbitrary maps in a cocomplete category C are 
given such that C is %co-well-powered and each C-map f factors as f = em with 
e E % and m E A. By an &-chain is meant a chain (Xa}p<P which possesses a
compatible family (x --,X}a<B with X, *X E JU. 
Theorem [4]. If F preserves colimits of A-chains oj length p then it is algebraic. 
Barr’s condition appears to be effectively stronger (see [81, where an endofunctor 
of the category of Abelian groups is constructed which does not preserve colimits of 
general chains but does for chains of monies). On the other hand, I da not know 
whether Barr’s condition ensures the constructivity. 
Let us recall a theorem from 1121. Suppose that a class d of monies in a 
cocomplete category C is given such that C is &well-powered and all C-objects 
and all &maps from a subcategory having finite sums and colimits of chains, both 
preserved by the embedding into C. Then we have: 
fI2]. If F(A)C.k for F: C + C then the following are equivalent: 
(i) F is algebraic, 
(ii) F is constructively algebraic, 
(iii) for every C-object X there is a C-object 
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Note that (i)-+ (iii) holds in general, see Barr [4j. The theorem has an almost 
immediate corollary, originally proved in [9]: 
Corollary. For any F : Set --) Set &e following are equivalent: 
(i) F is algebraic, 
(ii) F is constructively algebraic, 
(iii) for every cardinal p there is a cardi cy * @! such that 
holds for every set X (IX I stands for card X). 
3, Epis preserving functors on co-well-powered categories 
Through this section we shall assume that the category C we are working with is 
cocomplete and co-well-powered. The role of the co-well-poweredness i shown in 
the following obvious lemma (recall that a chain {X0} is stationary if there is a such 
that x + Xa is an isomorphism provided that u G (Y < p). 
Lemma. Let (ep} :{Xp)+ {Y,} be an epitransformation between chains (i.e. a 
transformation {E,} such that each e,, is an epi). If {Xp} is stationary, so is ( Yp). 
Theorem. Let E : G + F be a transformation where F is an epi-preserving construc- 
tively algebraic functor. Then 8” has a left adjoint which can be obtained by the left 
adjoint construction. 
Proof. Let FX+ X be an F-algebra. Let {X,} be the free algebra chain over X 
with respect to F and IX*} the left adjoint chain over FX-, X with respect to E. 
According to the preceding lemma it suffices to show that there is an epitransforma- 
tion {E,} :{Xo}-+{X~}. We proceed by the transfinite induction. 
1) Put &o=k:X+X 
2) Let epis eg : X4 + & have been defined for p c cr where a > 0 such that 
(E~}~<~ is a transformation from {Xfl}e<a to ( Ya}e<,-L. Remember that X, is a colimit 
of 
and X, a colimit of 
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Hence we have a commutative diagram 
(P-1 
+... 
where X0-+ X0 = 1: X-+X and FX@ --, Fx& = Fq-,. This induces a map 
4?## :x, + X*. Obviously, ear is an epi (routine: we use the fact that F preserves epis 
so that every Fe, is en epi). 
‘f’heorem. If E : G 4 F is an epitransformation and F preserves epis then 
%* : d(F)+ .4(G) kpt.L~s a left adjoint which can be obtained by the left adjoint 
construction. 
E&of. It is easily to be proved by the transfinite induction that every map Xp + Xs 
in the left adjoint chain {X=} over any G-algebra GX-, X is an epi. As C is 
well-powered, the chain {Xp} is stationary and the theorem follows. 
Given a transformation E : G + F, the functor $3” : d(F)+ d(G) i.s always 
faithful. If E is an epitransformation then %* is also full so that it is a full 
embedding. Indeed, if 
GX”‘-FX-x 
Gf 
I 1 
f 
GY~FY-+Y 
commutes and Ed is an epi then 
FX--------+x 
J?f I I f 
FY-Y 
commutes as well. Thus, .4(F) can be regarded as a full subcategory of J@(G). As 
an example, consider G = Hom(2, - ) : Set -+ Set and F : Set --, Set assigning to 
each set X the set of all Y CX with 0 c card Y g 2; let E : G + F be the natural 
transformation. Then A?(F) is, in fact, the category of commutative groupoids and 
their homomorphisms, d(G) is the category of all groupoids and their 
homomorphisms. The full embedding 8* is simply the inclusion functor. It is well 
s any subvariety 
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much more generally; we have a corollary which was originally proved in 
collaboration with V. Koubek and which initiated the forming of the left adjoint 
construction. 
Coiollary. jrf~ : G + F is an epitransforrr I;& 0% and Fpreserves epis then 8* is a full 
embedding of d(F) onto an epireflective suicategory of d(G). 
Proof. It remains to show that reflections are epis. But this follows from the fact 
that all chain maps in the left adjoint chains for $* are epis, see the proof of the 
preceding theorem. 
We proceed with two propositions concerning free algebras (constructive free 
algebras respectively). 
Proposition. Let F : C -+ C preserve epis. Let 9 be the class of all C-objects such that 
there is a (constructive) free F-algebra over X. Th @ is closed under quotients, i.e. if 
XEgandf:X+Yisanepithen YE% 
Proposition. Let rs : F-, G be an epitransformation between functors F, G : C-, C. 
Let G preserve eprs. Let X be a C-object. If there is a (constructive) free algebra over 
X in d(F), so is in d(G). 
Proof. For constructive free algebras, the above two propositions follow 
mediately from the first lemma of this section and from the following: 
im- 
Lemma. Let E : F + G be an epitransformation and f : X + Y an epi. Suppose that 
G preserves epis. Then (fi E) : (F, F)-, (Y, G) is an epitransformation. 
Proof of Lemma. Remember that (X, F). = X, (Y, G). = Y, (f E)o = f Thus (fi E)~ 
is an epi. Let us’assume that (fi E)@ are epis for p < (Y. Then (fi E)* is defined to be 
the natural map induced by vertical arrows in (7). The vertical arrows are fi 
GfoE,, l 9 0, Gf&,, . l l and G preserves epis. Thus each vertical arrow is an epi and 
one can check easily that then (f, E), is an epi, too. 
To finish the proof of the two propositions, we have to show that they remain 
true if we omit the word “constructive”. 
As for the first proposition, consider the chain {Ya} defined by the transfinite 
induction: YO is the underlying object of the free G-algebra over The object YI 
and the map YO+ Y, is defined by the pushout 
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For a > I, Y= is a cslimit of 
and YO+ Y, is the map from the colimit cone; fdr /3 > I, the diagram (8) defining 
Ye is a part of that one defining Ye; he:nce a map Ye + Yo. It is easy to be proved 
by the transfinite induction that Ye --, Y, is a!tiays an epi. A,s C is co-well- 
powered, the chain { Yp} is stationary so that some Y$ + YW+t is4~ isomorphism. 
Consider the F-algebra FY” -+ YW = FY, + Y,+l-, Ycc where F?i + YW+n is the 
map from the colim&t cone and Ydr+l-, Y. = ( YW + Y,+,)-‘. Proceeding quite 
analogously as in case of the left adjoint construction we can prove that FY, --) YG 
together with Y -+ Y I + Y, is a free algebra over Y. 
Concerning the latk?r proposition, recall that if E is an epi-transformation then 
%* has a left adjoint 1 ke above). Thus, if there is a free F-algebra over X, i.e. a free 
object over X with .,espect to the forgetful functor U : d(F)+ C, then there is a 
free object over X with respect o the composite LJ8*. But the last functor is 
obviously the forgetful functor d(G)+ C. Hence AI(G) possesses a free algebra 
over X, too. 
Corolky. Let G : C + C be an epis preserving functor. If there is an epitransforma- 
tion E : F --, G with F [constructively) algebraic then G is (constructively) algebraic, 
too. 
This corollary can be combined with the conditions from section 2 to obtain new 
sufficient conditions on an epis preserving functor to be (constructively) algebraic. 
These new conditions are stronger; consider e.g. the tech-Stone compactification 
fl regarded as an endofunctor f the category of completely regular spaces. Then 6 
is cosstructively algebraic because of the epitransformation from the identity 
functor which preserves colimits of chains. On the other hand, p does not preserve 
colimiits of chains of any length. 
4. Algebraic functors on concrete categories 
The results of the preceding sections will be now used for stating a sufficient 
condition on an endofunctor of a concrete category to be constructively algebraic. 
First, we shall give a general proposition which will be applied later to case L = Set. 
Prop&tion. Let F : C+ C be an epi-preserving endofunctor of a cocomplete co- 
well-powered category C Let U : C + L be a faithful functor having a left adjoint 
Qz : L --, c. If :L+ is constructively algebraic so is F. 
prove the proposk\on we shall need the following 
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Let C, L be cocomplete categories. Let 
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CHC 
be a commutative diagram where @ is a colimit-preserving furactor. Let X be an 
L-object. Then ‘@(X, G) = (@X, H). 
Proof. Routine. 
Proof of Proposition. We have a commutative diagram 
C’UFC 
Following our assumptions, (UX, UFQZ) is stationary for every C-object X. By the 
last lemma, (@UX, @UF) is stationary, too. As @, U is a’pair of adjoints and U is 
faithful, we have a canonical epitransformation E : @U+ lc, which yields an 
epitransfo-:ination EF : aZUF --, F and an epi ex : @UX --, X. By the two lemmas 
from section 3, (X, F) is stationary. We have proved that F is constructively 
algebraic. 
Now we proceed with applications to concrete categories. Combining the last 
proposition and the characterization of algebraic functors on Set (section 2), we get 
the following: 
Let F : C+ C be an epi-preserving endofunctor of a cocomplete co-well- 
powered concrete category C whose underlying functor U : C --, Set has a left 
adjoint Cp : Set + C. Let for any cardinal ar there be a cardinal /3 3 a such that 
card UF@p s p. Then F is constructively algebraic. 
Let us observe that this cardinal criterion is very non-eff’ective in case that the 
functor UQi : Set + Set enlarges cardinalities; e.g. if C is the category of compact 
Hausdorff spaces then card Ul&I = card U@p = exp exp p for every infinite 
cardinal p so that the proposition does not work even for F = lc which is clearly 
constructively algebraic as in every cocomplete category C. For concrete categories 
C such that U@ does not enlarge cardlnalities, the last proposition can be 
formulated like this: 
heorem. Let F : C + C be an epis preserving endofunctor of a cocomplete co-well- 
powered category C whose underlying fun r U : C-p Set has a left adjoint 
4p :Set + C. Let there be a cardinal PO such s p for 63 2 pa. Then for 
to be constructively algebraic it is sufficient that for each cardinal Q! there is a 
cardinal p 3 (Y such that 
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holds for each pee object X, i.e. object of the form X = @A (here 1 X 1 stands: for 
card UX). 
Let us remark that the conditions of the theorem are satisfied in many current 
categories: in every variety of (finitary) universal algebras, in the category of 
topological spaces and a lot of its canonical subcategories xcept he mentioned 
category of compact Hausdorff spaces. 
The cardinal condition of the theorem need not be necessary. The &h-Stone 
compactification (see the preceding section) is constructively algebraic. On the 
other hand, the ~ecb-Stone compactification enlarges cardinalities of infinite 
discrete spaces o thar it does not satisfy the cardinal condition in the theorem. 
5. Category of sets 
Let us summarize .3nd compare the sufficient conditions on F: C+ C to be 
algebraic (equivalentliy, constructively algebraic) in case C = Set; the theorem of 
Barr is included (condition (ii)): 
(i) F preserves c&mits of chains of length j3 for some B; 
(ii) F preserves colimits of chains of monies of length fl, equivalently, if
X*CX,c*~Cx,c-’ CX (u < /3) is a chain with X = hla+JCo then FX = 
uScbFx, (with % embedded into FX); 
(iii) there is an epitransformation E : F’-, F with F’ satisfying (i); 
(iv) the same with F’ satisfying (ii); 
(v) for every cardinal p there is a cardinal a! 3 /3 such that 1x1 G (r + 
Ir’xl da. 
Theorem. Conditions (i)-(iv) are equivalent. 
Proof. It is easy to see that (iv)+ (ii). As (i)-) (ii) is immediate, it suffices to prove 
(ii) + (i) 
For every chain X0+ X1 + l l l + X + l l l (a < p) there is a unique commuta- 
tive diagram 
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such that the horizontal arrows are epis and the vertical 
Yv = colim,,B Xyo formachain YO-,Y,+*~~+Y~+~* 
Y, + Yy is a manic and colim,,aXa = colim,,B Y,. Thus, 
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arrows are monies. Sets 
l (a C p) such that each 
to prove the implication 
, 
it suffices to show that any F : Set + Set satisfying (ii) preserves colimits of chains 
Xl+X,-****_,X,+*.* (cy < @) where each X, + Xr is an epi. 
If {X0 --) Y)aCp is a compatible family over such a chain and X0+ Y is an epi 
then Y together with this family is a colimit iff for some (equivalently: for every) 
Y + X0- with Y+Xo+Y=ly there is a chain Y = Y,-,+ 
Y*+ . . .* ya --, l l l --) XO (a < p) or” monies such that X0 = colim,,8 Y, and 
Y,-*Xo+x, = Ya +X~+Y-*Xo+X,. NOW if Y=colim,,& then X0= 
colim, CB Ya and so FXO = colim,,BFY,; thus FY = colim,,,J?&. 
NOW we are going to investigate functors F : Set + Set satisfying conditions 
(i)-(iv). These conditions are not necessary for F to be algebraic, i.e. they are 
weaker than the necessary and sufficient condition (v) (see [8] where a counterex- 
ample is constructed). On the other hand, functors preserving colimits of chains of a 
given length are interesting because of the “uni?orm convergence” of the free 
algebra construction. 
First observe that the ordinal /3 in (i)-(iv) can be replaced by its cofinal. Thus we 
may and shall assume that /3 is a regular cardinc~Z. 
We shall need also the notion of filters associated with a set-functor and that one 
of an unattsinable cardinal of a set-functor [7, 111: If F : Set + Set is a functor, X a 
set and x E FX then the family 
*:@)={A cX;x E FA} 
(where FA are embedded into FX) is either a filter or exp X or exp X - (8). A 
cardinal cy is said to be unattainable with respect o F if r is the minimal cardinality 
of members of some s:(x). The class of all’unattainable cardinals will be denoted 
by AF 
Functors F : Set + Set preserving colimits of chains of length /3 can be character- 
ized by means of filters as follows. If 9 is a filter on a set X then 9 is called 
@-indecom~~sable if for every decomposition X = UpcB Yp of X into disjoint (not 
necessarily nonvoid) sets there is y < p with UPC7 Ya E g 
Lemma. F : Set --, Set presemes colimits of chains of length p iff each filter 9 of the 
form 9 = 9$(x) is @ -indecomposable. 
Proof. Use the above condition (ii) and the following relation between chains and 
decompositions: YQ = xr - &,x,x, = UT<= Y& 
The basic examples of functors preserving colimits of chains of a given length are 
provided by functors with rank: 
A functor F : Set + Set is said to have rank (or to be small [6, 111) if it 
satisfies one of the following equivalent conditions. 
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1) There is an epitransformation from a sum of covariant horn-functors to F. 
2) There is a set A such that for each set X# 0 and for each x E FX there is 
aEFA and f:A-*X with x=Ff(a). 
$1 There is a regular cardinal (Y such that F preserves colimits of chains of length 
/3 for every ac-complete ordinal @. 
The Mowing lemma characterizes functors with rank by means of filters; two 
filters $5 %!? on A, B respectively are said to be equivalent if there are C E 9, D E 48 
such tha,t he traces 06 I$ on C, D respectively are isomorphic. 
fizrnnr(a 1[7]. F : Sea -+ Set lacks rank i’ AF is a proper class and iff there is a proper 
class of ,pairwise nan-equivalent filters of the form S%(x). 
It is proved in [4.‘, that there is a functor without rank which preserves colimits of 
countable chains p :ovidkd that there is a proper class of strongly measurable 
cardinals, i.e. provided that there is a proper class of pairwise non-equivalent 
~&decomposabJe ultrafiltrers; we shall show that also converse is true, more 
generally: 
Th~r~m. The following are equivalent. 
w) There is a fulnctor F : Set --) Set without rank preserving colimits of chains of 
length j3. 
b) There is a proper class of pairwise non-equivalent p-indecomposable ultrajilters. 
Proof of b)-+a) is the same as that for /3 = o. in [4]: the functor F : Set + Set 
assigning to each set X the set of all @indecomposable ultrafiltrers on it lacks rank 
but preserves colimits of chains of length /3 because the filters of the form 9;(x) 
coincide with &indecomposabIe ultrafilters, see the above two lemmas. 
a)+b). By the preceding lemma, AF is a proper class and for every cy > 1, 
a E AF wi: have a couple x0, X, with xa E FX, such that $a = *$(x0) are 
pairwise non-equivalent &indecomposable filters. We may suppose that card D = 
cardX, = Q! for every D E 3%. 
Further, card f? 3% < /3 for every (Y ; in fact, assuming contrary, write n 3!= as 
nZ& = u7caZ, with ZOCZIc~~~cZ, c*** ; then I!& =ZV U(Xp - nR)jZ R 
for every y while Uyce~. E SF* - a contradiction because $a is /3- 
indecomposable. Thus the trace (9, of & on Xa - n tFb is a free /3- 
indecomposable filter for every ar > /?. Now refine each %J* (a > p) to an ultrafilter 
%‘a such that card H = a! for every H E R=. Thus, the uhrafilters %!Ta are pairwise 
non-equivalent and they are obviously &indecomposable, too. The proof is 
finished. 
t is consistent with the s 
consistent hat any functor 
rank. I am much indebted to 
at there is no measurable ca inal and so it is 
limits of countable c 
alcar who took great pains in looking at the 
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bibIiography and observed that the following follows almost immediately from 
results of Prikry [IO]: 
Proposition. It is consistent with the set-theory that ior every regular cardinal fl there 
is no PIindecomposable ultrujifter 9 with min {card D ; D E S} s pa 
Corollary. It is consistent with the set theory that for every p, every functor 
F : Set + Set preserving colimits of chuins of feragth p has rank. 
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